
Making a Cuben Fiber Tent. 

  

Quick Overview: 

This is my first venture into making something from Cuben Fiber, In fact it’s the first time I’ve ever 
touched a sewing machine, so please don’t moan about how I put this together. I’m learning too. 

Also, If you’re thinking of making something from CF, I’d strongly suggest maybe something slightly easier 
(with no sewing) like a tarp to start with. 

And before you all say that this is a clone of Zpacks Duplex tent…. Well yes it is...It’s also the same as the 
Nemo Equipment Meta 2, Six Moons Haven & Lunar Duo. I tried many different layouts and because of 
the 54” roll width for Cuben, kept coming back to this same design. You could make a larger vestibule, but 
you’d then have to add a horizontal seam into it (not hard). 

Before you begin, go onto YouTube and look for “Leshy Cuben Fiber”, He’s got some extremely useful 
videos of making tie outs for CF Tarps etc. Well worth a watch! I’ve pinched all his ideas too  

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=leshy+cuben 

Righto…Materials: 

Cuben fiber: I ordered this direct from Cubic Tech in the US, and man this stuff is amazing, hideously 
expensive, and when it first arrived I wasn’t really impressed (It looks like plastic), then when I tried to 
tear it…Wow! This stuff is awesome. I ordered 1.0oz/yd for the floor, and 0.8oz/yd for the tent shell. Joe 
at Zpacks uses lighter material, but I wanted something a bit stronger for the NZ Tops conditions. 

I also ordered a ½” roll of double sided PSA tape from Cubic Tech, unfortunately they sent me the 1” tape 
and then re-sent the ½” I’d ordered. They let me keep the 1” roll (great service!) and this proved to be 
most helpful. I’d suggest buying one of each if you can afford it. I later ordered a ½” roll of 3M 9460PC 
tape as well, just to see the difference. The difference is the PSA tape has backing on both sides and can 
therefore be cut to lengths to use later, the 3M tape has backing one side and has to be stuck down as 
you take it off the roll, it also feels slightly stickier. Both work fine. 

McNett Seam Grip: (Glue): I ordered this from Amazon. Well worth getting some or the Hysol U-09 FL 
Equivalent everyone uses. You don’t need much of this, so get the small tube. 

Carbon Fibre Tent Poles: Carbon tubes came from China (Ali Express), I made them up from bits. 

Titanium Tent Pegs: China (Ali Express) 

Ultralight NoSeeUm Mesh: Came from Zpacks, as did the Z-line, glow wire & LineLoc 3’s.   

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=leshy+cuben


You’ll also need a scalpel, scissors, pens, scotch tape, a sewing machine, and lots of time and patience! 

Onwards! 

1. First up I modelled my tent in 3D and printed my plans out 1:1 onto paper and cut them out. 

 
2. Then I removed the thin Mylar edges from the 1.0oz/yd Cuben and squared off one end. 

 
My floor has a join down the middle and is made by joining the two pieces.  
 

3. I laid one half on the table, cleaned the edge with acetone and ran a 1” strip of tape along the cleaned 
edge. Then I drew along the edge of the tape with a pen, as once you remove the tapes backing it’s 
really hard to see and line up on. The pen line is a great guide. 

 
4. I carefully aligned the two halves and starting at one end, taped them together. I’ve used a wallpaper 

roller to press down all the joins and remove any stray air bubbles. I won’t mention this again as it’s 
the same for all joints, Clean, Tape,Roll, Pen, Clean (mating half), Remove backing & Tape down, Roll 
again. 



5. Because it’s a ‘Bathtub’ floor, there’s square cut-outs in the corners, I used these to cut out some 
discs to later become side tie-outs, Fold them in half to find the centre and ‘Seam Grip’ them 
together. 

  
6. Next I laid the NoSeeUm mesh over my paper plans and cut out the four large triangles that become 

the front and rear walls/doors, and the two edge strips along each end, I made these wider than 
necessary as this is a weak point on the Zpacks design (with reports of it tearing under stress). I also 
made my bathtub floor deeper than Zpacks ~215mm (again reports of rain & sand blowing over the 
Zpacks floor). 
I made several test sews with scraps of the mesh, and once I was sure I had it figured out I sewed the 
two triangle halves together with a ‘Top Stitched French Seam’. This went pretty well with minimal 
puckering. 
 

7. Next I cut some 50mm wide strips of 1.0oz Cuben and sewed these to my ‘edge’ mesh strips, again 
with a ‘Top Stitched French Seam’ (TSFS) This is the seam used from now on. First align the edges 
and sew along ~4mm from the edge, then fold both materials back over themselves along the sewed 
joint and add another line of stitching ~5mm from the folded edge, now fold the cuben back over 
itself, again along the new stitch line an add the final line of stitching on top of the first to hold it all 
flat (YouTube is your friend here). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN5aOHmCrDM 
This was a pain to get right as when sewing the two different materials it’s almost impossible to get 
the mesh tension right so it doesn’t bunch or pull the cuben into an arc. 
It was at this point that I discovered the secret to sewing mesh with no wrinkles…… 
Scotch Magic Tape, this stuff is gold! You stick it on, sew through it and then tear it off through your 
sewing holes….No more wrinkles or stretching the mesh for me!! 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LN5aOHmCrDM


8. With the mesh problem figured out, I got brave and sewed 50mm cuben strips to the tops of the walls 
and sewed all mesh panels (x4) to the floor with the TSFS. This takes a long time, so go slowly and be 
patient! 

 
 

9. Next I marked the rainbow zipper arc onto my table, and aligned the first tent side over the middle of 
the arc. Note: Because my bathtub floor is so deep, my zip has to swap from cuben to mesh through 
the floor side. This was a bit tricky and added more work, but wasn’t too hard once I’d started to get 
confident with the sewing (again, I’ve never sewed before this project). 
Stick magic tape in small strips over the arc marked on the table and then transfer the arc onto the 
tape with a Sharpie (Fine marker pen). 

 
 

10. From there I painstakingly pinned the zip (YKK #3) all around the arc, with a pin every ~2”. Then I 
added a basting stitch by hand with a contrasting coloured thread. This takes an age, but you really 
don’t want the zip to move while you’re sewing it. 

 



11. Once it was all pinned and secured, I ran a line of stitching all around the zip both sides, about 3mm in 
from the outer edge of the zipper tape. I left my pins in and just stitched over them, only smacked a 
couple of them with the needle. Find yourself a mark on the bottom foot of the machine and keep 
your zip in-line with that as you feed it in. Bit tricky so go slow. I stitched it with the plastic tooth side 
down (more out of the way of the machine foot). Once you’re done, flip it over, remove the contrast 
basting threads and slit the mesh right down the centre of the zip. 

 

 
 

12. Now it’s back to the machine (Plastic tooth side up), carefully fold the small lip of mesh back, and 
stitch it down once more. I tried to tuck it under and stitch it, but it was near impossible, and didn’t 
look any better, so why bother. Once you’ve done one side, flip the tent over and start again (Sigh). 

 



13. I repeated the procedure with the vestibule zips, slightly easier to deal with as there’s no mesh, but 
sewing through triple layered CF has it’s hazards, and it’s necessary to clean the needle with acetone 
every 20 or so stitches otherwise the needle jams and you get a huge knot under the zip (Grrrrr), Only 
did this once, then learned to keep the needle clean. 
The edge I sewed to here was ½” folded back & stuck down with a 1” strip of CF taped over the top (3 
layers total), It’s strong as hell. Also when feeding the second half of the vestibule through the 
machine, roll it up and tape it out of the way. 

 
 
Conclusion: Zips Suck! Take your time, pin it well, clean your needle if sewing through tape. 
Zpacks don’t use a zip on their vestibule, instead opting for an overlap, that’d be no good for where I 
go hunting (Wellington & North) where it’s always blowing a gale. And YES so far it seems to keep the 
pouring rain out just fine. 
 

14. With the zips complete, I grabbed the roof sheet and marked out where the ridgeline was and all the 
positions of the side attachments. Then I ran a ½’ strip of tape all around the attaching edges. 
Grabbed the front vestibule and taped it on. 

 



 

 
 

15. Righto….Onto tie outs. Tie outs are pretty self-explanatory if you’ve watched Leshy’s videos. The only 
odd-ball tie out was the ridgeline, I made a standard ½” wide version, and then made a one piece 
figure 8 piece to go over it and spread the load (Paper mock up first). Really happy with the result as It 
looks good and functions great. All tie outs and zip ends got double reinforcement patches both sides 
(Large & small), all taped, no glue here. ½” Beastee Dee ‘D-Rings’ . 

    

 



Sorry, Bit picture heavy here  

 
 

16. With that all done it was time for a trial pitch of the outer fly without the inner tent fitted, to check all 
was OK before proceeding. My carbon fibre tube hadn’t arrived from China, so it was off to the shed 
to grab some wooden poles. I wanted the vestibule to be near the ground to keep the rain off my 
gear, but raise the sides a little for plenty of ventilation. This worked out great.

 
All looked good, so onwards …… 
 



17. Because I’d opted to leave my roof flat with a straight ridgeline I had no means of keeping the poles in 
place, other designs use a Cat cut ridge to raise the pole tips…..So plan B was evolved. 
Again with a paper mock-up and some (now) precision sewing, I came up with this little do-hickey. 

  

 
Now this is where the glue comes in handy! I could never have taped this into the triangular corner, so 
it was glued in with Seam Grip. Note: When using Seam Grip, you’ll get a few air bubbles and the 
edges may initially peel off a bit, let the glued item sit for an hour, then revisit and press it all firm 
again, do this again in another hour, and it will be tacky as hell and everything will stick exactly where 
you want it. All Good  
 

18. Then it was off to my lounge to test fit the inner (well…check the shape and sew the mesh corners 
together.) 

 



 
 

19. Again, No problems! Result! 
Next I ran ½” tape all around the ‘Joining Strips’, remember Clean, Tape, Roll, Pen  
Note my flash as clamps! 

 
 

20. I got side tracked here and made my corner guy lines. In hind sight LineLoc 3’s in all the corners would 
be the way to go, but I didn’t order enough, so Mini clam shells it is.

 

 

 

 

 



21. Very carefully I taped the inner to the outer, making sure all my zips were facing the correct sides, I 
like plastic tooth side facing out. 
Note: I left about two inches of tape with the backing on, at the peak, to make life easier in case I 
misaligned the peak. 

 
 

22. That’s it, Run outside and put it up !!! (Carbon Poles Below…) 

 

 



 

 
 



23. I made a bag as per the Yama Mountain instructions on Youtube. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mvtZMxINZU 

Weight : Tent 750g, 760g with bag. Pegs 50g (10 @ 5g) 

 

24. Carbon Fibre Poles !! Sweet  I ordered 8 pieces ø10 x ø8 x 330mm long, and two at ø8 x ø6 x 500mm 
long. I simply cut the smaller tube into 6 pieces 100mm long, cleaned them up a bit in the drill with 
some sandpaper & wet n dry so they slid neatly into the larger tubes, and then glued them half in at 
one end. I also glued some ø5.56x0.5mm Aluminium tube (from model shop) inside the end ferules 
for added strength. Then cut them down to give me 2 poles @1250mm. Whacked on some plastic end 
caps….Job done. 

 

Beware the Kragle…..(Google it if you’ve not seen the Lego Movie) 

Poles = 135g. 

25. Test Sleep. I pitched the tent around 6pm and the condensation had formed on the tent outer even 
before I’d finished putting it up (not on the inside tho). Then it pissed with rain and drizzle and blew a 
howling gale all night. It was pretty loud, Rain noise was pretty gentle and muffled, but the wind noise 
was quite bad (like sleeping in a thin plastic supermarket bag) Earplugs a must for windy nights! 
It was completely dry and pretty warm inside (not a cold night). One of the side guy lines came 
undone (Doh!), so that won’t have helped with the flapping all night. The pleasant surprise was no 
condensation inside! Yay! OK it was windy as hell, but it was fully battened down all night too. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mvtZMxINZU


 

 
 
Total weight: Tent + Poles + Pegs & Guylines = 945g 
I was aiming to build a tent at less than 1kg to replace my bivy bag, which sucks when it’s raining. 
So I’m pretty happy with the outcome, and Super Happy it turned out this well. 
Total cost ….. Er yeah…. About that :-? 
Roughly NZ$700 so not cheap, but I do have about 3.7m of 1.0oz/yd Cuben Fibre left. 
Also, about 2/3rds of all three rolls of tape, plus glues, lines, toggles etc etc etc…. You name it, I’ve got 
some left. So…. The next project will be much cheaper and much much quicker (I’m going to avoid 
zips!) 
 
Well, Hope that wasn’t too boring & long & maybe even a little helpful to someone. Thanks to my 
sister for the use of the machine, and my wife for losing the kitchen table for a month ;-) 
Cheers, 
Kersh 


